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Welcome to the 2020 season!

2019 Season - in Review

It took a lot longer than usual for the bees to get started in 2019, with
many Guardians reporting that emergence didn’t begin until the end
of April or early May, which is about 3-4 weeks later than we’ve come
to expect. Thankfully, the colder conditions gave way towards the end
of April and the weather continued to be favourable for the bees
throughout May and June. Despite the protracted flying period, this
year’s season turned out to be an incredibly productive one for our
mason bees and their Guardians, (‘Season - in numbers’ below).

We collected more nesting tubes than ever before and, more
importantly, the bees inside were generally found to be in good
condition. Although most tubes contained some degree of parasite
infection, which is to be expected, the levels were greatly reduced
compared to the previous two years, with fewer cells lost overall. The
most frequently-discovered pest was the Houdini fly (Cacoxenus
indagator), which are prevalent everywhere but the severity of the
problem was much lower overall. Incidences of pollen mite were most
frequent/severe in tubes that were sent from the south east of
England, which is largely to be expected as pollen mite tends to thrive
in warmer conditions – incidentally, numbers are fairly low in Scotland.

2019 Season – in numbers:
Active Guardians 946
Bees dispatched: 23,450

Nesting Tubes Returned: 14,295

Red Mason Bees Returned: 68,895



Bee Boost We’re delighted to see another year of our
collective population growing and we’re eager to share this
success with our Guardians. The number of cocoons contained in
our ‘starter stock’ has remained unchanged for a number of
years, but following this year’s result, we are excited to announce
that not only will we be increasing the number of bees included
in 2020, we’ll be doubling it.
All new Guardians, and those that returned under 100 cocoons
last time, will all be receiving 40 cocoons to get things started
this spring. If you returned more than 100 bees, you’ll receive 25-
30% back in return, the same return rate as in previous years.
We’ll also be providing all new Guardians - and those that
weren’t successful last time around - with a ‘seasoned’ nesting
tube along with their cocoons. The inner layer of this tube is
new, but the outer layer has been taken from a tube that was
occupied by mason bees in 2019. Mason bees mark their nests
with a pheromone, which helps them find where home is - it also
acts as a signal to other bees too!

Adding a ‘seasoned’ tube to your holder, which should still
contain traces of pheromone, will make your nesting site more
attractive to the newly emerging bees and should encourage
them to nest inside!

Cocoons coming soon! We’ll be delivering cocoons
between 16-18th March, which is a little earlier than last year.
This is primarily to allow the bees a little longer to acclimatise to
the local microclimate, but it also avoids the Easter break and
the risk of bees arriving when many of our Guardians are likely to
be on holiday! If you do need to request an alternative date this
year, we’d prefer to send cocoons out earlier rather than later,
so if this date isn’t suitable, please email us before 1st March to
let us know, and we can reschedule your delivery.

Mason bee emergence usually begins in early April, depending on
your location and microclimate, but cocoons should still be placed
outdoors and into the release box as soon as they arrive. Mason bees
are very resilient when inside their cocoons, so whatever the weather,
it’s absolutely fine that they remain outdoors in the release box until
emergence begins.
At this time, the main threat to the bees comes from other garden
wildlife that are small enough to enter the release box - spiders,
wasps, etc. It’s strongly advised that you make regular checks during
this period and ensure that any potentially dangerous guests such as
these are removed/relocated as soon as possible!

Recycling = sweet We’re always looking for ways to reduce the
amount of non-recyclable and non-bio-degradable material that we
use in our business. We’ve been trialling mailing bags made from
sugar cane which we’re really happy with and will allow us to phase
out the padded envelopes lined with bubble wrap in the future.
Sugar cane is claimed to be the greenest material on the market and a
step towards carbon neutrality; the CO2 emitted through
production/transport is offset by that pulled from the atmosphere
during the growing process.

This season also saw an excellent rate of return for the short transit
tubes we distributed the cocoons in, with more Guardians than ever
sending these back in the Autumn. We’re very grateful to all who
remembered and hope we can keep it up in 2020 – every little helps!



Water damage We received a large number of tubes this
year that were wet or damp and/or showing signs of mould.
Unfortunately, the mortality rate inside wet tubes is incredibly
high and the vast majority of tubes that we received in this
condition contained no surviving bees.
We cannot stress highly enough the importance of keeping
your nesting tubes dry, both while they are in the holder, but
also during their time in storage.

We’d like everyone to ensure before this season starts that your
tube holders are installed with the entrance angled slightly
towards the ground – this will prevent any water from pooling
inside. Perform regular checks on your nesting site over the
course of the season and if water ingress persists, consider
relocating the nesting site to somewhere less exposed.

Talks Bees, and Leaves We were fortunate enough to travel
throughout the UK and beyond last year, talking about mason bees
at events from Gloucestershire to California.
We’re aiming to talk to even more people about bees this year and
are currently looking for bookings for the year ahead. We have a
wide range of material suitable for audiences of virtually all ages
and abilities, from primary schoolers to peach growers.

If you know a group or organisation that would like to host a talk, or
you are aware of an event that we could be a part of, please do get
in touch! Direct all enquiries via email to contact@masonbees.co.uk

A Hip New Home: We’re very excited to be revealing
a new nesting site design this year, which will be available
to purchase exclusively from our online shop from Feb 16th

- just in time for the 2020 season. Our ‘Bee Unit’ features
three Perspex-topped observation drawers, each with a
different size entrance hole/nesting cavity – 6mm, 8mm,
and 10mm. These new cavity sizes will provide a home for a
much wider variety of bee species than we’ve ever opened
our doors to before - we can’t wait to meet them! There’s
also space above the shelves for 20 nesting tubes, which
are included, of course! Price, including delivery: £80 £75.

In Bees We Trust? We were fortunate enough to collaborate on a
couple of small projects with two of our favourite organisations last year,
The Wildlife Trusts (North Wales) and The National Trust.
We provided equipment and released bees in the Walled Garden at
Attingham Park for the National Trust. The bees had a tremendous time,
and we also lots of fun talking about them at our ‘Meet the Expert’ event.
We also worked with North Wales Wildlife Trust, providing nesting tubes
that were used by volunteers to construct over 200 miniature bee houses!
These nesting sites were given away for free to attendees of the annual
Lacey Lecture, which in 2019 was delivered by Professor Dave Goulson
and entitled ‘Averting the Insect Apocalypse’.

Guardian Discounts We’d like to offer all our Guardians a discount off their next purchase of the
season, whenever or whatever that may be. To claim a 10% discount off your next order, use the code 20THX
in the shopping basket section of our online shop. This code will be valid for the entire 2020 season, (until
March 2021), but can only be claimed once per Guardian, so be sure to use it wisely.
Guardians are also able to claim £5 off the cost of a Bee Unit with the code ‘GUNIT10’. (Offer ends 31/03/20.)


